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Abstract
The main goal of this work has been to increase the knowledge of electron-
electron correlation through experimental studies of negative ions. Negative
ions are atoms or molecules to which an extra electron has been attached.
Due to the energy sharing between the electrons, the effects of electron inter-
actions, and thus electron-electron correlation, are relatively large in these
systems. Comparisons of experimental data and results from ab initio many-
body calculations can therefore serve as sensitive tests of our knowledge of
these correlation effects.
This thesis describes experimental investigations of fundamental prop-
erties of atomic negative ions. Photodetachment experiments have been
performed with collinearly merged laser- and ion-beams. A new threshold
behaviour have been observed in photodetachment of K− into the K(5 2G)
channel. A semi-classical model has been developed, which qualitatively de-
scribes the behaviour as a result of the large and negative polarisability of
the 5 2G state. Partial cross sections for K− and Cs− photodetachment to
highly excited states in the residual atom have been measured. Two previ-
ously unobserved resonances have been identified in K− below the K(7 2P )
channel opening, while a rich spectrum of resonances was observed in Cs−
below the Cs(10 2P1/2,3/2) thresholds.
Improved values for the electron affinities of W and P and the fine struc-
ture intervals of P− are presented. Moreover, the binding energy of the
previously unobserved 2S1/2 state in Pt− has been determined, and photode-
tachment from a previously unknown bound state in W− has been observed.
The experiments were made possible by extensive development of the ex-
perimental facility at GUNILLA (Göteborg University Negative Ion Laser
LAboratory). A state-selective detection scheme utilizing resonance ionisa-
tion has been developed. It is based on excitation to a Rydberg state, which
is field-ionised in an inhomogeneous field. The produced positive ion is sub-
sequently detected with a position-sensitive detector. The resolution of the
mass spectrometer has been substantially improved, which proved important
in the W− and Pt− measurements.
